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The program of this conference is symptomatic of the troubles
and problems that have increasingly beset American agri-culture during
the past twenty years. Certainly the idea of having. such a symposium
as this would not have occurred to anyone during the World War< At

that time the urgency was to make two blades of wheat grow where one

grew before . In this European War we are wondering what to do with the

second blade we have succeeded so well in growing. Crop surpluses are,

I take it, one of the chief concerns of this conference

It is generally agreed that three major factors have operated to

bring about surplus conditions- -the decline of foreign trade, advances in

science and technology, and widespread unemployment

Mr.. Milo Perkins, of the Surplus Marketing Administration, writing
in December "Flarper's Magazine", says of foreign trade: "Troubles for
farmers who have been producing for the export market are likely to con^

tinue for some years .... .. The pressure of our present surpluses is likely
to lead to a demand for economic appeasement- feeding and clothing a Hitler-
dominated Europe ... The only lasting cure is to build up domestic consump-
tion to replace the vanished foreign demand.

"

.
•

. .

The effect of advances in the science of-.farming has recently been
the subject of careful study by the Bureau of Agricul.tural Economics.. Their
publication, "Technology on the Farm" , concludes" that it is neither possible
nor desirable to turn the clock backward. We shall continue to mechanize
farms

J
displace farm labor, develop higher yielding crops, and stamp out

disease We now know how to assure abundance of food and clothing for any
probable populafTon of the United States; but we must learn how to handle
that new thing in mankind's history abundance

Agriculture can hardly be expected to find the cure for industrial
unemployment, but one thing is certain there is a tremendous undeveloped
market for foods among low income families. From the minimum dietary point
of view there is a shocking amount of under consumption

Thus it appears that the results of all three of these surplus- pro-
ducing factors can be offset only by learning how to m.ake intelligent use of
the surpluses here at home. Over a long period it should be possible for the
United States to adjust its economy in a way that will permit expansion of
production in both industry and agriculture. That would make possible a
higher level of living for the entire population.

(Presented before- California Agricultural Economic Conference, Stockton,
California, December 17, 19A0) - .
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which has grown up aroimd this audacious idea of defeating perishabilityFor one thing, at the same moment that the magnitude of the task wasvisibly expanding, accustomed means of expansion were being denied to usone after the other The most unimaginative can see what shortages of
'

sheet steel and tin portend It is equally easy to see how ^ital it is
.0 make the best possible use of every cubic foot of cargo space on ocean-going vessels. Not so immediately obvious, perhaps, is the necessity forconservation^ of domestic transport, both by rail and by truck, whetherthrough elunmation of wasteful cross hauling, through full loading andquick turn around, through reduction of spoilage en route, or through
semi ^processing and reduction of weight and bulk close to the point oforigin -^

The group witli which I am connected is deeply engaged in attack
on.,soma of these problems.- One of ihe promising -av-enues of .approach isfood dehydration, since both weight and bulk may be very greatly reducedThe major emphasis of the work is being placed at present on the dehydra-

'

tion of vegetables and eggs

, . ^.
Dehydration of foods is one of the three major traditional ways ofdefeating perishability, the other two, of course, being sterilization byheat and holding undei? tight, seal. - that is, canning,. and storage at. lowtemperature, especially below freezing The drying of foods to make thenkeep IS a very old art, and one which has been, brought to ^ high, degree ofperfection m the case of such farm products as fruits On the othSr hand,the development of satisfactory methods for dehydrating vegetables has

iagged_. The coming o| the emergency found this country possessed of only afew relatively small plants in which vegetable dehydration was being carriedon commercially Surveys indicated that the total amount dried during theyear 1940 was less than 1 percent of the amount commercially canned orfrozen, and by far the largest part of this production was for use indehydrated soup mixtures A certain amount of technical information wasavailable, most^of it dating from the shipping crisis of the last war Theflurry of activity in dehydration at that time died down shortly after theclose of the war, apparently because the products had little consumer appeal_ It remains to be seen whether further development of the art will sofar improve dehycca-.ed vegetables that they will achieve an important placem the post war economy of farm products .Preliminary results of the research which is now being carried on at the Western Regional Research Laboratory indicate that this is a real- possibility

A-^^ J^^^t
P-^"^'^-^"^^ ^^ raP^d emergency "expansion of the industry are quitedifferent, however, from those which would have to be solved in the courseof normal peacetime growth. In particular, wartime shortages of the common-est engineering materials make new plant construction a complex puzzle forthe engineering designer The engineer finds the supply of steel, of gal-vanized shee.ts, of monel metal or stainless sheets, of pipe, .ralves, aSd

littings, of blowers, of motors, and of all kinds of preparation and handlingmachinery is short and almost sure to become shorter; some important items
-are obtainable::only. on, ."defense priorities Ingenuity in the use of alterna-
-t.ives~and-expedieiits-.becomes -airimportant For example, it may be essential
to, .devise means, for transporting mariy-of the scarcer items of equipment fromone dehydrator to another, in order to take advantage of differences in harvestseason ana to increase the load factor of the equipment Refinements whichwould serve only to make minor Sayin^>s: in operating cost may be put aside
The attainment of maximum produ6tipn- bf-'a satisfactory product within the
shortest possible time becomes theihingle objective '
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T have spoken of this particiila:r project not alone because it illus-

trates so well the peculiar urgencies and difficulties of wartime development,

but also because it illustrates the kind of permanent constructive achieve-
ment which may grow out of an emergency effort If the pressure of necessity
drives us to the discovery and application of substantial improvements in the

technique of dehydration, agriculture should be a permanent gainer; for we
shall have established a third means of defeating perishability, which can take

its place in our economy alongside of canning and freezing

Consideration of the points at which wartime shortages are already be-

ginning to hurt makes me believe there are numerous other great opportunities
for American agriculture opportionities which we might overlook were it not
for the peremptory challenge of war The difficult,ie3 and the opportunities -

cover an extraordinarily wide area of our normal American way of life^ The old

Army- Navy list of strategic and critical materials has expanded within a few
months to embrace more than three hundred commodities- Some of them are house-
hold words rubber y tin^ alura:inumj, steel Others are so unfamiliar that only
a specialist wcirid recognize them, and yet they too are essential cogs in our
complex -Amei-! ''' machine

One of the bi^ightest glories of our peacetime economy was its cosmo-
politanism The clipper ships, trading in strange ports more than a century
ago, started it ¥e became familiar with the remarkable elastic curd prepared
from the milky sap of a tropical treej with- the narcotic gum exuded by the
Oriental poppy; with the peculiar minerals from a bimdred remote provinces of
the earth We have becom.e so accustomed to these and a thousand other commod-
ities from overseas that we forget entirely the magnitude of our dependence on
them When disaster cuts off the supply we find that the task of reordering
our mode of life is staggering I wonder whether any of us have yet visual- -

ized what a real shortage of rubber will mea,n in the way of readjustments. So
the case stands thus? that while this far ranging commerce of ours has given
the average American an unexampled variety of ways in which he can spend his
pay check;, it has made the fabric of our economy peculiarly vulnerable to dis-
turbances in any parr of the world

There is another facet to this question We have been the most pro-
digal, the most wasteful, nation on earth We have wasted our soil, our forests,
our oil and natural gas, and ve have been wealthy enough to buy and waste the
precious, irreplaceable things our ships brought from the far corners of the
earth Too often our flippant attitude has been, "What has posterity ever done
for us, that we should worry about them?" No doubt in our customary optimism
we have assum-ed that posterity would have the talent and ingenuity to work out
alternatives But now we find ourselves suddenly compelled to work out some
of these solutions ahead of time to accomplish in a few months or a few
years some of the miracles that our peacetime wastefu.lness might not force on
us for another fifty years

American agriculture has a double Interest in this problem - an inter-
est as a great consumer of the missing commodities , and an interest as a
potential supplier of alternatives, or replacements. Of course, there is a
whole group of material shortages, principally among the metals, which simply
cannot be overcome by utilizing farm products; organic chemistry holds out
no hope of synthesizing good electrical conductors like co^pS*<r«Bu!t'^i^*§*''*-^^^^^^^

are many other scarce materials
. fgr-: which replacements are perfectly possible^

and on these possibilities r^s^l'ch and development are being pushed with
the utmost speed While some of this work has military significance, so that
discussion would be inadvisable^ it is no secret that research is being pursued



on the developme. r-ubberlike materials from farm products; on modifi-
cation of American animal and vegetable oils to produce new drying and soap

oils; on the use of cotton for some purposes formerly reserved for imported
fibers; on the production of plastic structural materials from low cost
farm wastes and residues; on the development of domestic root starches;

on the extraction of vitarain concentrates from domestic commodities; on the

production of tanning materials from Araerican sources; on the recovery of

alcohol and numerous other essential orga,nic chemicals and solvents from
common farm products; and on numerous other fronts of present or prospective

shortage.-

These are all opportunities for American agriculture,' particularly
if the developments are so sound that they continue on the force of their
own merit into the postwar economy,. Agriculture, like any other industry,
gains when the field of utilization of its products is broadened and diversi-

fied.

The agricultural engineer will be key man in the effort to reach

many of these objectives Further reductions in the manpower required per unit
of production will be essential in many cases Revolutionary changes in
methods ^of planting, tilling, harvesting, and handling some crops may be re

quired The necessity for economy of transportation and of investment in

processing plants will put a high prem.ium on the development of primary pro-

cessing steps and storage facilities close to the farm Failure to reach ac-

ceptable solutions to these problem.s will not only hold back the war effort,

but will also seriously jeopardize the conversion of war emergency measures
into permanent postwar industries-

As Secretary Wickward said, everyone of u&-. must help to keep produc

tion rolling Jt is our good -fortune that success in meeting this challenge

may also ooutr-ibnte largely to the richness and security of the peacetime

world '
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